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Posts for vineyards



This intermediate post is engineered in order to grant a high
mechanical strength. The upper H-shaped slots are suitable for the
installation of the mobile wires allowing an easy lifting (when using
mechanical machines) of the wires. The lower N-shaped slots are
well designed and engineered for the fix wires. On the lowest part
of the post there is a last H-shaped slot, suitable for the installation
of the watering tube. 2,80 meter long posts are available on stock
as a standard size; other lengths are manufactured on demand.

BIG POST

Dimensions Thickness Weight SlotRaw Materials

65 x 45 mm
1,8 mm

1,65 mm
2,05 Kg/m

1,89 Kg/m

H+N+H
resting wire and
irrigation pipet

Corten-type steel

Galvanised post-profiling

Cor-ten | Galvanised steel
100% MADE IN TREVISO

This intermediate post is engineered with multi-ribs in order
to grant good strength performances despite its smaller
dimensions, compared to the BIG post.
The slots punched on these posts are all U-shaped. 2,50 and
2,80 meter long posts are available on stock as standard sizes;
other lengths are manufactured on demand.

MEDIUM POST

Dimensions Thickness WeightRaw Materials

51x41 mm
1,8 mm

1,5 mm
1,84 Kg/m

1,54 Kg/m
“U”-shaped pairsCorten-type steel

Pre-galvanised steel

STRONG POST
This is the large-size end post. It is a big post, suitable to replace
the concrete one used in the past.
It is produced with slots and holes in order to allow the
installation of all the accessories for fixing and tensioning the
wires. 3 holes are punched on the lowest part of the post for an
easy fixing of the anti-breakthrough plate.
2,80 and 3,00 meter long posts are available on stock.

Dimensions Thickness WeightRaw Materials

68x56 mm
2 mm

2 mm

2,15 mm

3,20 Kg/m

3,20 Kg/m

3,43Kg/m

Corten-type steel

Pre-galvanised steel

Post-profiling galvanised

This is a smaller size end post. It is normally used together
with intermediate SMALL posts and is surely suitable to
replace the concrete one used in the past. It is produced with
slots and holes in order to allow the installation of all the
accessories for fixing and tensioning the wires. 3 holes are
punched on the lowest part of the post for an easy fixing of the
anti-breakthrough plate. 2,00 and 2,80 meter long posts are
available on stock.3

MINI STRONG POST

Dimensions Thickness WeightRaw Materials

56x46 mm 1,8 mm

1,8 mm
2,80 Kg/m

2,80 Kg/m

Corten-type steel

Pre-galvanised steel

Slot



The small inter-row pole with multi-bolting has been designed
for those who require a pole with smaller dimensions but still
with high mechanical resistance. Vineyard pole with all U-
shaped punched holes. Standard length in stock L = 1.8 and 2.5
metres (any other size on request).

SMALL POST

Dimensions Thickness WeightRaw Materials

51x33 mm 1,8 mm

1,5 mm
1,60 Kg/m

1,33 Kg/m
“U”-shaped pairsCorten-type steel

Pre-galvanised steel

Slot



Tie in AISI 304 stainless steel diameter 1.8mm length 100mm
ideal for tying vine shoots The two rings on the left and right
allow the easy insertion of the hook on the ground wires

Quick and easy to apply, it remains attached to the wire for
later use.

Suitable for mechanized harvesting.

TRALCLE ANTI-RELEASE BINDING

The spring spacer consists in containing and supporting the
vegetation of the vine which, immediately after suckering, tends to
grow quickly and fall on the sides, as the double wires are wider than
the thickness of the pole, thanks to the use of the same; the
vegetation rests on the wires without breaking and at this point the
closing operation is facilitated with the following advantages: more
manageability and more speed, a single person can do much more
work, with consequent labor savings. The vegetation, once the wires
are closed, rises vertically perfectly, positioning itself in an optimal
way for the following jobs, such as for example topping.

SPRING SPACERS FOR
BIG – MEDIUM – SMALL POLE

Hook, therefore also called “LIVIO”, is made of stainless steel
and is used to block the wire on the brace, the safest and most
practical method to avoid the release when mechanical
machines and grape harvesters pass.

HOOK STOPS GUARD

Universal vineyard shock absorber with hook and wire tensioner
shock absorber without collar and long roller for head pole.
Innovative system for positioning and tensioning the lateral
containment wires in the vineyards.

The spring guarantees the shock absorber effect making the
threads more elastic

SHOCK ABSORBER

Vineyard accessories
100% MADE IN TREVISO



Made in stainless steel. Fixed on the STRONG post, it is used for of
tensioning the wires.

TIE ROD

Classic steel or Corten steel for proper support of your rooted
vine. Rootstock supports are very important because they ensure
the stability of the row and the perfect verticality of the vine.

We offer two types of stakes:
-the classic ribbed steel stake
-the new corten steel support

Standard rod Ø8 L=1300 mm or L=1500 mm

Bundles of 1000 pcs

Diameter Ø7 / Ø8 / Ø10 mm available on request.

ROOTSTOCK STAKES

ANTI-BREAKTHROUGH PLATE
This is a quick and easy solution for fixing poles to the
ground. After the STRONG pole has been installed in the
ground, it is secured with 3 latch screws. It is made of
stainless steel or pickled steel with a deep heat treatment
after forming.



Steel wires for vineyards
STAINLESS STEEL WIRES FOR VINEYARDS
At our company you will find two types of vineyard wires. The
modern stainless steel wires that we deal with have these
characteristics:
- duration equal to or greater than that of the vineyard
- compatible with mechanized systems
- elimination of thread retension after harvesting
- 40% weight reduction compared to traditional galvanized
wire
- excellent value for money

STAINLESS STEEL WIRES
FOR VINEYARDS

Corten wire is suitable for those who prefer everything
camouflaged in nature. The corten wire protects itself from
atmospheric corrosion with the formation of a surface patina
of brown color (wood color) which then allows a complete
aesthetic harmonization in the vineyard. the untreated
product is an optimal choice for eliminating the visual impact
of the threads and enhancing the vineyard.
Technically, we can say that it has mechanical
characteristics of resistance equal to 900 N / mm2 and an
elongation that is between 3% and 6% (mechanical tests in
the laboratory), guaranteeing minimum maintenance
interventions, all achieving superior performance compared
to traditional galvanized wire and zinc-aluminum wire.
A perfect eco-sustainable combination of vine and thread

FILI CORTEN K-STYLE

It is the anchor with a concrete base is safer in the event of
extremeworking conditions such as sloping ground, very long
rows, etc. it bears significant tensions.

It adapts to all types of soil, and to be planted it requires an
excavation carried out with an excavator or auger.

They have concrete plates with rod and stop in galvanized
steel.

STILL IN CONCRETE
They have simple, versatile galvanized steel propellers that
are particularly suitable for soils without skeletons.

The helix anchor, not suitable for gravel soils, offers less
difficulty in placing it on the ground and immediately allows
the tension of the wires, but does not withstand high
tensions.

AUGER

Vineyard accessories
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